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ABSTRACT
~

I This paper presents an experimental design to study dte performance of rotary electro-discharge
mochining (EDM). Scientific investigations have been carried out to fmd dte effect of varioJ.ls EDM
parafneters. Titanium alloy and die steel workpieces were machined with copper-tungsten tool
electlrode. The response surfoce technique has been adopted to compare the performance of rotary
EDM, since such jtechnological surfoces serve as an objective criteria to compare EDM systems.
Moreover, such a surfoce and its response fimction serve as a malrematical model oftre proceSSj The
analysis of dte results was based on standard statistical techniques. The response surfaces and the
corresponding response functions were detbrmined for the mochining indices for metal removal rate,
surfoce finisp, micro-hardness, etc. An dte calculations were carried out dtrough a computer
programme specially developed for dtis purpose. .

1

I, INTRODUCTION A limited number of experiments were

It is difficult'1 to formulate a mathematical conducted to study the effects of various machining

model for the co:nplex production system, such as parame kters on. ED~ process.
ff Studies

f were underta en to mvestigate the e ects o pulse

electro-dischar~e machining (EDM), by the current, pulse duration and electrode rotation on
existing methods of 'science and engineering. metal removal rate electrode wear rate relative

I' ,

However, huge amount of tccurately recorded data electrode wear, surface finish (Ra), overcut, and out

can be obtained for lJJlost of the variables of of roundness. Experiments were also conducted for
importance which controli prod~btivity of the through and blind-holes machining. An attempt

.I. ..was also made to compare the results withprocess. The systematic and quantitative analysis . I d T.0 II d dO II 0 stationary e ectro eso itamum a oy an ie stee
of the observed data cou,ld lead to the equation workpieces were electro-discharge machined with

governing the system Iperformance which can be copper-tungsten tool electrode. A study on surface

used to formulate its. mathematical modell. texture, debris and crater formation, cracking
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3 mm and length 70 mm. Die steel workpieces were

hardened and tempered,to HRC 52-55. Then, all th~

workpieces were grqund finish. Commercial grade

kerosene was' used as die~ectric. The dimensions of

tool electrode and ~orkpieces were chosen in,
accordance with the recommendations made by the

.,
College International Pour: Letude Science

Scientifique Des Techniq¥e's De Production
Mechanique (CIRP)2. ' ,

t

characteristics, surface micro-hardness and
migration of material from either of the electrodes
was also conducted.

The analysis of the results was based on
standard statistical techniques. The response
surfaces and the corresponding response functions
were determined for the above machining indices.
The model for the experiments was planned on the
basis of cybernetic black box system. A 32 factorial
design was chosen for the experimental work.

,

2. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP 2.2 Equipment
I

The test specimens wFre spark-eroded on Fine
Sodick Mar~ V NC ED~ with' servo-control and
rotating heads with a provision to vary the speed of
etectrode. The specifications and test conditions
are suminarised in T~ble 2.

2.1 Work Materials

High-carbon high-bhromium die steel
(hardened) land titaniuIl"\ alloy were used as
workpiece materials for blind-and-through holes
machining. Copper-tungsten was used as a tool
electrode. T~e chemical composition and
physico-mechanical properties are given in Table I.

Table 2. EDM system'speclncatlon ~nd test conditions
I \

Table I. Chemical composition and physico-mechaliical
properties or workpiece and electrode matetlals

Work piece material

1itanium alloy Die steel

Electrode

materialProperties

Fine Sodick frlc v CNC EDM

9OV

3, 9, and 15 A

20 and Q.OO ~

0, 500, 75°F l000rev/min

Eloctro-hydl"'lulic
Conunercial grlKle kerosene

Side flushing with pressure

f°sitive (+)

Through-and-tXind hole

Ti 6Al 4V T215 Cr-I2

Al- 6 C-2.15, Cr-12

V -4 Mn-O.37, Si-O.22

Mo-O.8, V-O.8

7700

52-55 HRC

CuW

W-80

Cu-20

Specification

Chemical composi
tion (%) ,

Equip~nt
Open circuit voltage

Di~harge currert

~se ON dlU"3lion

Fl~rode rotations
1SeIVO-Contrd ,

Dielectric

Flushing system ,
Tool e1~rode pdarity

Type.ofmochining

The workpieces were clamped ~n a precision

machine-vice mounted on the machi~e table. The

tool electrode was held irl the drill chuck of rotating
head. The speed of th~ ro~ting head could be
varied by select'ing the correspoRding knob

,
position. For through-hole machininlg, the work
pieces were p:re-drilled with ,diameter' 2 mm holes

I
and the elec~rode was passed through for extra
length about 120 mm. In case of blind-holes, the
depth was s~t to 3 mm in 'the beginning itself,
irrespective of electro~e frontal wea1 The selected
process parabFters were f~~ into the computer
programme. Stationary and rotatlng modes of
electrodes were set by selecting the desired knob

..I

posItIon.

14700

70 BHN

4500

28 HRC

Density (kg/m3) I

Hardness

Thermal conducti-

vity (W/M °K)

Electrical resis- I

tivity (J1 n cm) ,

Melting tempe-

rature (oC)

Boiling tempe-

rature (oC)

6.6 209 139

168

1670

70

1536

45

3380

3285 2860 5555

Workpieces were machined in cub~ shape of

size 25 x 25 x 10 mm, whereas the tool dlectrodes

were machined in cylindrical shape of diameter
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3. PROCESS MODELLING

Ii ~odel for the EDM process was planned on

the basis of cybernetic black box system. The

present investigations into the effect of process

parameters and physico-mechanical properties of

work material on process responses are based on a

model as shown in Fig. 1.

.In Fig. 1, xi {i = 1,2,...,K) are coded levels of
I

K quantitative variables, whose effects on the

process are to be investigated. For example,
I

Xt Pulse current 4

x2

z.
1

2.3 Experimental Procedure
I

The test spe~imens were thoroughly washed in

acetone and dried before weighing and machining.
I t

These safllples ,were ,then mounted on the

machine-vice provided with the crlectro-di~charge

machine and properly aligned. IThe machining

parameters like pulse current, :pul~e duration,

voltage and elect.rode rotation tere ,set as per

-experime?tal plan (Table 3). The workpieces were

allotted t~ different experimental combinations by
I

using random number t~ble3.
I

.ITB~le 3. Fully randomlsed experimental plan

Coded levels~-

Zl

z2

Z3
2(IY

5(2)

8(7~

-I

O

+1

3 \

9

15

1 (9)

4(5)

7 (6)

j3(3)

6(4)1

9(8)

l4

'{.5

l6

~7

Throug~-nnd-blind holies werel made in the

titanium alloy and die steel workpieces by setting

the machini?~ paramet~rs through in-built

computer. The holes were Imade by rotating and

statio,nary electrodes. Du;ing rotary mode, the

various speeds were used to assess the effect 'of
I

rotating electrode.

Zg

'9

Yn

Yl

Y2

Y3

Y4

YS

Y6

Y7

Y8

Y9

Electrode rotation
I

G = 1,2, ,m) are the factors held constant
during the test, such as I

Pulse generator

Open circuit voltage (90 V)

Work material

Dielectric fluid

Tool electrode and its polarity

Duty foctor

Hole depth for blind-hole machining
(3mm), diameter of hole ( 3mm) and
thickness of the workpiece ( 10 mm)

Servo-contrpl
j

Diameter of electrode ( 3 mm), and
I

(n = I, 2, u) are the measured values of

the responses, such as

Metal removal rate
I

Electrode wear rate

Relative electrode wear

Surface roughness

Over cut

Out of roundness

Depth of heat-affected rone

Micro-hardnessYnl = F (X)I Zj I = CONSTANT

Migration ofmaterial from either of the
electrodes

I
Figure I. Cybernetic lnodel or the EDM process
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The experimental work was planned in

accordance with the model shown in Fig. 1 and the

statistical techniques of experimental design.

4. RESULTS & DiscuSSION
I

4.1 Design or ExperiJ.entsI
In many scientific investiga~ions, it is required

to study the effects of varying a: number of factors
on yield or quality of a product. 'In such situations,

,

a conventional method of -efP'erimentation, i.e.,
varying one factor at a time and studying its effects,

would be quite tedious and uneconomical,
especially if the number of factors are large.
Further, sucl} experiment~ might not be able to
predict the presence of interactions among different
factors. The objec.tive of the factorial experiment is

to estimate the main e,ffect and interactiQns among
different factors whith is not possible by other

f .' I ., btypes o expenment~. nteractlQns etween two

factors is defined as the change in the response
when one of the factot.s level is fixedjand the levels
of the other ~re varied. By proper designing, it is

I?ossible to estimate main as fell as interaction
effefts with minimum number of experiments. One

v;ay of achieving this objective wo~ld be to decide
upon a set of values orllevels, for ea~h of the factors
to be studied, and t~ carry out one or more

,
experiments with each of t~e possible combinations
of the factor levels. Such 4n experiment is termed
as full factorial experimental design ¥d its results

are valid for a wide range of ~onditions.
Computational work is ~reatly simpl~fied if the
level~ of the facto!s are sp chosen that they fall at

equal intervals on Ian ordinaty or a transformed
scale of preliminary experiment. These levels are

decided on the basis of preliminary e~periments,,
judgement, puflished literature and the limitations

imposed by the experimental setup.J

3.1 Selection of Response Variables

The influence of rotating electrode as a
flushing agent is reflected on several of the EDM
process response variableS as discussed above.
The selected response variables and the
instrumentation for their estimation are shown in

Table 4.

Table 4. Response variables a~ the instruments used

Instrumentation for estimationVariable

Machining characteri!tics

Metal removal rate Single pan balance with optical
scale and in-built digital watch
with an accuracy 0.01 s, outs;de
micrometer and Interamass

-do-

Surtronic-3 with Ra value in Lm1

ElectrO<k wear rate

Surface roughness and

surface roughness

profiles

Overcut Outside micrometer and Intramass

with 1 ~ accuracy

Taly Rond at magnification SOOX.Out of roundness

Debris

Size Scanning electron microscope,
ISI, UK with particle size
madcer. Magnification 250X and

2500X

-do-

Scanning dectron microscope,
ZEaL, Japan with energy dispersive
spectroscope (EDS) and electron

probe microanalyser (EPMA)

Morphology 4

Chemical composipon

Surface integrity

Texture

Chemical composition

Heat affected rone

(HAZ)

Micro-haroness

Photographs of holes
and electrodes

~ ,

4.2 Polynomi.1 Representation ,
If all the ~nvestigating fa~tors are! quantitative

,
variables, then tl\e true response or yiFld, Y, can be

represented as a function of \he IJvel of these

factors4

y ni = <p (x;> (I)

Where x. (i = 1,2,.., K are coded levels of K
, I

quantitative variables. A knowledge of the

SEM

SEM with EDS and EPl\:IA

Metallurgical microsco~ and

Vickl2"'s micro-hanJness tester

-do-

Stereo-microsco~ at lOX and

'MONDA. optical digital micro.
sco~ at magnificatio;n lOX and 2OX
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response function <p, gives a complete summary of
the results of the I experiment and also predicts

response for all values lof Xi'S that fall within the
investigated region, but were not tested during the
experiment. Wfien the mathematical form of <p is

I
not knowh, it can sometimes be ~pproximated
satisfactorily, within the experimental region. by a
polynomial equation. t The geheral form of a

quadratic polyr~omial equation. f1r the two factors
xi and x2 can be *"ritten as r

quadratid polynomial response. The mathematical
model thu~ obtained may be used for the
optimisation of EDM process parameters.

4.3 Design of EDM Experiment

!Aa. 32 factorial design was chosen for all the

experimental work presented in this paper. The
design matrix for x-variables is shown in. Table 5,
where xI and x2 were coded values of the variables
whose effect on the response was studied, and yield
Y' represented the measured value of the response,
such as metal removal rate. (MRR), electrode wear
rate (EWR), relhtive electrode wear (REW) and
surface roughness etc. The columns headed xI and
x2 which specified tl;1e actual combination of the
factor levels used, constituted the plan for the

experiment (Tables 3 and 5). ~

Table 5. Design matrix for a 32 fac;orial experiment

Trial

no.

Factor leyel Yield

y
..

XI;f1

1

2

3

4 I

5

6
7 I

8

9

-I

O

I

y 1

Y2

Y3

Y4

YS

Y6

Y7

YS

Y9

-I

o

o

0

1

1

O

1

i 2y n = Po + PIxI + 132 x2 + PII xII + 1322 x2
I

+; ~I2.XI x2 (2)

Thel constants ~o, ~II and ~2 are called

regression coeffi6ient~ and the polynomial of a

regression function. The response surface given by

Eqn (2) clontains linear terms ~I and fu in xI and x2

respectively, square t~rms ~II and ~22 in xI and x~

respectively and thelcross product terms ~12 in
I

xl.x2. The polynomial, life the onb represented by

Eqn. (2) cou~d be fitted to, the experimental points

by the metho~ of least squares. If ~I, ~l and I~ ~re

least square estirates of ~o , ~I and ~2, the fitted
equation would be: I

\
~ n = ~~ + ~l xI + ~2 X2 I ~

+ ~II~I + ~22X~-fj~I2XIX2 (3)
0

'XI = -I (3A)

= O (9A)

= +I(ISA)

'X2 = -I (500 rev/min) .

= 0 (750 rev/min)

= +1 (1000 rev/miD)

where i>1 is the estimated rJsponse.

The estima..ion of ~he regression coefficient~ in
Eqn (2) is the effect of each factor and musr be
studi~d atleast. at three different levels. This
suggests the use of a 32 factorial design. If the three
levels of any faGtor xi arle coded as -1, 0, + 1, the
second order response surface equation is easy to
derive4,5. Adequ,ady of the quadratic polynomial
response equati~n must, however, be tested
statistically to :confirm the hypothesis of the

,

The total nulllber of regression coefficients (N)

possible are given bX the expression6I

(4)

The coded value of x can re related to the vilfiable by the use of the following type of transformation equation:

( 2(ln V -In V+O
+ 1x =

I In V+I -In V-I
where V is any variable (pulse current, clectrock rotation etc.) V +I and V-I stand for + 1 and -llevels of the variable. In certain cases, linear

trnnsformation can also be made. I.
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130 = 0.590 TITANIUM

131 = 0.111

132 = 0.189

!311. !312, !322 NOT SIGNIFICANT

81
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When only one factor was varied at a time, the
,

response would be a curve:. Wh~n two factors were

varied simultaneously, the relationship would be
,

represented by a surface calleq response surface.

Figure 2 shows the response s'urfaces for MRR.

Details of the analysis and estimation of

factorial effects and r~gfe~sion coefficients are
given in Appendix A. ~he co'mplete computer
p{ogramme and flow chart, are given in Appendices
BI and C. .

s.

2j.

3.

4.

c
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w
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IX:
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~
0
~ 1,2
IX:
..I
~ 0,8
w
~

0.4

5.

6.

CONCLUSIONSt , ,
A systematic and' quantitativ~ analysis of the
observed data could lead .to ~he equation
govemin~ the sy~tem perfonnancb which could
be used to formulate its mathematical model.

I
With a properly designed exp~riment, it would be
!possible to determine the effect ?f changing any
one vari!.ble. Its accuracy is s~e as if only one
factor has been vati~ at a time! and interaction
effects bet)Veen the filctors.

,
Adequacy of the quOOJtic polynomial response
equation must, however; be tested statistically to
confirm ~ hypothesis of thJ quadratic
polynomial response. The mathematical model
thus obtained may be u~ed for the optimisation of
EDM process paramete~. ,

The MRR was iinproved with rotatiQg electrode
due to improved flushing action add sparking
efficiency <fig.-2 and Appendix A). I

MRR was lugher in case of the die steel than
titanium al*y (Fig. 2 and Appendix ,A).

The experiinental response of combination of
different trdatments ~hows the optirrlum level of
interactions ar minimum and maxi~m values of
factors. The purpose of fitting respobse surface is
to estimate the response at 'certain points of
, ,mterest. I

Figure 2. Response surfaces for metal removal rate

For two-factor factorial experiments, orly six

regression coefficients are possible. Accordingly, a

second order polynomial would be adequate to

represent the response surface. The ~dequacy of fit

could be further checked by frhe coefficients of

correlation. The response at different l~vels of a

factor could also be represented geometricfilly.
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APPENDIX A

A 32 factoria;1 exp~riment and response obtained (average from tlhe two replications)

MRR (Die steel)

I
Pulse

current

level (A)

~

1000

3 (-I)

9 (0)

15 (+I)

j 0.7308 ,

1.3250

1.8120

0.7330
1.2900
2.1716

0.6190
0.9895

i 2.1406

I I

ANOVA for metrl removal rate for die steel

Coefficient
estimated

Estimate

(Pip d.o.f 8.8. M.S Fcal

1!n6.122**

338.243**

2.212

6.875*

2..197

3.968
382.25 **

130

~l

132

~ll .

1322

~12

Due tQ regression

About regression

Total

1.139
I

0.674 ,

0.054 I
0.166 I

0.094

0.089

15.501
2.722
0.018
0.055
0.018
0.032

18.346
0.089

18.435

15.501

2.722

0.018

0.055

0.018

0.032

3.058

0.008

1.084

I

I

I

6

II

17

*Significant ( p <5% ) .Hypothcsis tcstcd are: Ho:J3u = O

.*Highly significant jl ( p <1% ) F 1.11 (a = 0.05) = 4.84
I

Cocfficicnt of COITc1l1tion. r = I. SSJ1bout re~
I SS total

.
-I. ..Q..Q89.. - O 9952-: 18.435 -.
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APPENDIX-B

-ow (.;IIAIII 01 COMI'UI[n PI'OOnAMME

START

INITIAllSATION

IF t
\

NO

YES

COUNTER-COUNTER .1

I READ A~L (9) I
IOBSERVED vALuEs I

--COMpUTING
,. PREDICTED VALUES

ESTIMATED COEFFICIENTS
3. 'VARIANCE ESTIMATION
4. ERROR

~

COMPUTING
1. ESTIMATED STANDARb

DEVIATION DIFFERENCE
2. ESTIMATED ERROR OF MEAN

3. T RATIO

I WRITING THE ALL

I COMPUTED VALU[:S

lNO IF

YES

STOP
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i APPENDIX-C

Computer ptogramme for computing the values of coefficients of response surfaces
I

80

33

13

14

44

C71

C72

73

74

75

76

71

72

IN1EGER COUNI'ER
J

DIM~SION YS(9), ,YT(9), Xl(9). X2(9)
OPEN (01, Fn..E = ..SONI2DA T.. ,sTA TUS = ..OLD")
OPEN (09. FlLE = "TSONI .RES STA TUS = ..OLD")

COUNI'ER = 1

IF (COUNTER. EQ.l) .WRITE (9.71)

IF (COqNTER. EQ.2) WRITE (9,72)

IF (COUNI'ER. EQ.3) WRITE (9,73)

IF (coUNTER. EQ.4) WRITE (9,74)
I, IF (~OUNI'ER. EQ.S) WRITE (9,75)

IF(COUNI'ER. EQ.6) WRITE (9,76)

I SX2= 0.0

S~19 = 0.0
I

READ (01,.) (YS(I) I = 1, ~), (YT(I) I ~ 1,9)

N=91 i

DO 13 I = 1.9

Xl(1) = YS(I)- YT(I)

SX19 ~ SXl9+Xl(l)

FORMAT (4F10.4)

CONTINUE I

~N:=SX19/N
DO l4J.l,9

X2(J) = Xl(J)-XMFAN

SX2 = SX2+X2(J).X2(J)

CONTINUE
j

SDER =ISQRT«SX2)/(N-l»

SDERM = SEER/SORT(N)

I TR = XMEA:l'iISDERM
I WRITE (9, 44) SDER, SDEIRM, TR ,

FbRMAT (.~11MATED STA. DEVIA"O~ OF DIFFERENCE =',F10.5/.
& '~TIMA TED STA. ERROR OF MFAN =. ,F10.5/ ,.TRA 110 =. ,F15.S)

FORMAT (lOX, 'STEEL & ~TANlUM (M R R)' /, lOX. 30 (..'»

FORMA1:(lOX, 'STEELTI11ANIUM (EW R)' /, lOX, 30(..'»

lFORMAT (lOX, 's1EEL & rnANIUM (R E W)' /.lOX. 30 (.,.'»

FO~AT(lOX, '~TEEL& rnANIUM( OVERCUT)' /, lOX, 30(...»

FOJtMAT(IOX. 'STEEL& 11TANIUM( ROUNDNESS )' /,lOX, 30(...»

FORMAT(IOX, ,drua& 11TANlUM (SURFACEROUGHNESS). /, lOX, 35 ('.'»
j

FORMAT (lOX, 'STEEL & 11TANIUM (DErrn OF RESOLIDIFIED LA YER)' /. & lOX, 55 (..'»

roRMAT (lOX, 'S11:;;El & TITANI{)M (MlrRO IIARJ)Nr~'\.') )' /.lOX, J5 (..'» I

COUN"rnR=COUNTER+l
.I

IF (COUJ',JTER. LE .6 .) GO TO 80

STOP. I

END1
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